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Abstract

Objective: To examine if perioperative blood transfusion affects overall survival

(OS) and recurrence-free survival (RFS) in head and neck cancer patients who

undergo free tissue reconstruction.

Design: Retrospective cohort study.

Methods: The medical records of free tissue flaps between 2007 and 2010 were

reviewed. Differences in demographics and clinical factors based on the level of

transfused packed red blood cells (PRBC) were examined using chi-squared tests,

Kruskal–Wallis tests, and/or ANOVA tests. Survival time was compared using a Cox

proportional hazard model.

Results: Data were available for 183 patients. Patients who had PRBC transfusion

significantly differed from the non-transfused group by flap type, flap with bone,

Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI), and hemoglobin and hematocrit. When stratified

into three groups based on units of PRBC; flap type, flap with bone, CCI, preoperative

hemoglobin, and hematocrit were found to differ significantly. The 2-year Kaplan–

Meier plot demonstrated improved OS for those who did not receive any PRBC

transfusion. The use of more than 3 units of blood decreased 2-year OS significantly

when compared to the non-transfused group. Finally, after adjusting for CCI using a

Cox proportional hazard model, survival was significantly affected by CCI.

Conclusion: After controlling for patient age, oncologic stage, cancer subsite, histol-

ogy, type of free flap, vascularized bone-containing flap, recurrence type, CCI, and
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preoperative hemoglobin and hematocrit, patients who received 3 or more units of

PRBC in the perioperative period had significantly decreased OS. RFS did not differ

between the transfused versus non-transfused groups.

Level of Evidence: Level 4.
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blood transfusion, free flap, free tissue transfer, head and neck cancer

1 | INTRODUCTION

Free tissue transfer has fundamentally changed the oncologic and

reconstructive range of head and neck surgeons. Numerous studies

have confirmed that reconstruction of critical head and neck defects

with vascularized tissue optimizes patient function postoperatively.1–3

Despite these advantages, the decision to pursue free tissue

transfer can complicate simple ablative surgery, and an increased reli-

ance on blood transfusion after free tissue transfer may also adversely

affect outcomes in head and neck cancer patients.4

Blood transfusion has changed the course of medicine and

remains a life-saving intervention for many patients. Blood transfusion

commonly occurs during the treatment of cancer, with oncology ser-

vices utilizing approximately 15% of transfused blood products in the

United States annually.5–7

Regarding head and neck cancer, multiple studies have shown

that 50%–75% of oral, oropharyngeal, and laryngeal cancers require

perioperative blood transfusion (PBT) during surgical ablation.8–12 On

average, patients who require extirpation of a head and neck cancer

with free tissue reconstruction are treated with 2 units of blood

within a 2- to 3-day perioperative period.13

While often beneficial to many patients with head and neck can-

cer, host immunosuppression and inflammation after a blood transfu-

sion may affect overall survival (OS), recurrence, and recurrence-free

survival (RFS). Despite the use of leucocyte-reduced blood products,

transfused products still contain cytokines, growth factors, and inflam-

matory mediators that affect cancer outcomes, wound healing, and

infection after surgery.11,12,14–16

Few studies have specifically examined blood transfusion in the

head and neck free flap population,15,17,18 and results from these

studies were conflicting. From the published literature to date, only

two studies demonstrated adverse oncologic outcomes independently

related to blood transfusion.15,18 The purpose of this study is to evalu-

ate the effect of PBT after head and neck cancer ablation and free tis-

sue reconstruction and how this affects OS and RFS.

2 | METHODS

All patients in this study received leuko-depleted blood and were trea-

ted at a single institution by a single reconstructive surgeon. These

were consecutive head and neck cancer patients whose postoperative

care was managed using a published clinical care pathway agreed

upon by a multidisciplinary team.19 Transfusion protocols and records

were standardized and available for all patients. The transfusion cri-

teria for free flaps surgery at the time of collected data was a hemo-

globin level lower than 10 g/dL. Finally, prior studies on this specific

population only captured and/or defined PBT as occurring intraopera-

tively or during hospital admission.10,15,17 This approach potentially

excluded patients who developed anemia beyond the index admission

for surgery. In this study, we captured all blood transfusion products

that occurred after initial surgical ablation and for a 90-day postopera-

tive period.

After academic institutional review board approval, a retrospec-

tive chart review was performed on consecutive patients who under-

went flap reconstruction with the senior author. Microvascular free

tissue transfers performed by the senior author between March 2007

and March 2010 were queried. A total of 303 free tissue transfers

were identified. Any free tissue transfers that were performed as part

of an ablative surgery for malignancy of the head and neck were

included in the cohort. One hundred eighty-three patients were iden-

tified and their medical records were examined for age, race, gender,

comorbidities using the age-adjusted Charlson Comorbidity Index

(CCI), preoperative hemoglobin and hematocrit (which were not avail-

able for all patients), cancer site and stage, type of malignancy, tissue

(mucosal), type of free flap, vascularized bone-containing flap, pres-

ence of infection or fistula, and administration of blood transfusion

including packed red blood cell (PRBC), platelets, fresh-frozen plasma,

and cryoprecipitate up to 90 days postoperatively. In addition, OS and

RFS at 2 years, recurrence type (local or regional/distant metastatic),

and diagnosis date were determined. Cervical wound infection was

defined as wound purulence and salivary leakage.

Descriptive statistics were calculated and reported using means

with standard deviation or medians with interquartile range for con-

tinuous variables as well as frequency and percentage for categorical

variables. Differences in patient characteristics across levels of blood

transfusion were examined, initially as any transfusion versus none,

and further categorized into levels 0, 1–2, and ≥3 units of blood. Chi-

squared tests, Kruskal–Wallis tests, and ANOVA were used to test dif-

ferences among patient characteristics across levels of transfusion.

Kaplan–Meier curves were used to examine OS, as well as RFS at

2 years. The log rank test was used to test for differences among

groups. p Values were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the

Tukey–Kramer method. Finally, a Cox proportional hazard model was

used to compare survival times among groups while simultaneously

adjusting for relevant covariates. Adjusted hazard ratios (HR) with
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TABLE 1 Patient characteristics and their association with 90-day postoperative transfusion.

PRBCs 90 days

None Any

p Value*

N = 60 N = 123

Covariate n (%) n (%)

Age Mean (SD) 57.53 (SD 13.09) 60.54 (SD 11.78) .120

TNM 3–4 45 (75) 103 (83.74) .158

1–2 15 (25) 20 (16.26)

SCC Yes 56 (93.33) 117 (95.12) .731**

No 4 (6.67) 6 (4.88)

Cancer subsite Oral cavity 36 (60) 61 (49.59) .197

Oropharynx 3 (5) 19 (15.45)

Larynx/hypopharynx 10 (16.67) 18 (14.63)

Skin/other 11 (18.33) 25 (20.33)

Tissue Mucosa 51 (85) 98 (79.67) .385

Non-mucosa 9 (15) 25 (20.33)

Free flap Radial 40 (66.67) 51 (41.46) .012**

Fibula 8 (13.33) 26 (21.14)

Scapular 2 (3.33) 8 (6.5)

Latissimus 3 (5) 7 (5.69)

ALT 3 (5) 1 (0.81)

OCR 1 (1.67) 6 (4.88)

Rad/fibula 0 (0) 2 (1.63)

Rectus 3 (5) 22 (17.89)

Free flap with bone Yes 11 (18.33) 42 (34.15) .027

No 49 (81.67) 81 (65.85)

Death at 2 years Yes 20 (33.33) 57 (46.34) .094

No 40 (66.67) 66 (53.66)

Wound/fistula Yes 15 (25) 26 (21.14) .556

No 45 (75) 97 (78.86)

Smoking Yes 49 (81.67) 100 (81.3) .952

No 11 (18.33) 23 (18.7)

Local recurrence Yes 14 (23.33) 34 (27.64) .534

No 46 (76.67) 89 (72.36)

Regional/distant recurrence Yes 3 (5) 13 (10.57) .211

No 57 (95) 110 (89.43)

Age adj CCI Median (IQR) 6 (4–7) 7 (4–8) .032**

Hemoglobin, g/dLa N 48 116 <.001

Mean (SD) 13.58 (1.64) 12.48 (1.99)

Hematocrit, %a N 48 116 .003

Mean 39.71 (4.77) 36.94 (5.61)

Abbreviations: age adj CCI, age-adjusted Charlson Comorbidity Index; ALT, anterolateral thigh; IQR, interquartile range; OCR, osteocutaneous radial

forearm; PRBCs 90, packed red blood cell in 90 days; SD, standard deviation; SSC, squamous cell carcinoma.
aHemoglobin and hematocrit are preoperative values only for 164 patients.

*The p value is calculated by ANOVA for numerical covariates and chi-square test for categorical covariates.

**The p value is calculated by the Kruskal–Wallis test.
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95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported. p < .05 were considered

statistically significant. SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was

used to conduct all analyses.

3 | RESULTS

One hundred eighty-four consecutive microvascular free tissue trans-

fers for 183 patients were performed. Patient and tumor characteris-

tics, free flap type, survival and recurrence details, CCI, transfusion

details, and preoperative hemoglobin and hematocrit are summarized

in Table 1.

Overall, 83% of the transfused group and 75% of the non-

transfused group had advanced Stage 3–4 cancers. The oral cavity

was the most common head and neck subsite in the transfused and

non-transfused groups. Radial forearm free flap represented 49.7% of

the free tissue transfers in this cohort. Fifty-three (28.9%)

of 183 patients required vascularized bone-containing free flaps.

Twenty-two percent of patients developed fistula and/or wound

infection. Twenty-six percent (n = 49) of patients required reopera-

tion, and no patients experienced flap loss. One patient required two

free flaps for reconstruction, and this was performed during the initial

cancer ablation. The median CCI for the non-transfused versus trans-

fused cohorts was 6 (4–7) and 7 (4–8), respectively. One hundred

twenty-three (67.2%) patients received PRBC within the 90-day post-

operative period, 42 patients received 1–2 units of blood, and

81 received ≥3 transfused units. 33.4% of patients received no blood

products in a 90-day perioperative period. Only 3 (1.6%) received

platelets, 10 (5.4%) received fresh-frozen plasma, and 1 (0.54%)

patient received cryoprecipitate. Preoperative hemoglobin and hemat-

ocrit values were available for 164 patients and were statistically dif-

ferent and higher in the non-transfused group (Table 1).

Patients with any PRBC transfusion significantly differed when

compared to non-transfused patients based on the type of free tissue

transfer, the inclusion of vascularized bone, CCI, and preoperative

hemoglobin and hematocrit levels, while distributions of age, TNM

TABLE 2 Patient characteristics and their association with number of PRBC units transfused.

PRBCs 90 days

Characteristic

0 1–2 ≥3

p Value*

N = 60 N = 42 N = 81

n (%) n (%) n (%)

Free flap Radial 40 (66.67) 24 (57.14) 27 (33.33) .021

Fibula 8 (13.33) 5 (11.9) 21 (25.93)

Scapular 2 (3.33) 3 (7.14) 5 (6.17)

Latissimus 3 (5) 1 (2.38) 6 (7.41)

ALT 3 (5) 0 (0) 1 (1.23)

OCR 1 (1.67) 2 (4.76) 4 (4.94)

Rad/fibula 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2.47)

Rectus 3 (5) 7 (16.67) 15 (18.52)

Free flap with bone Yes 11 (18.33) 10 (23.81) 32 (39.51) .016

No 49 (81.67) 32 (76.19) 49 (60.49)

Death at 2 years Yes 20 (33.33) 18 (42.86) 39 (48.15) .210

No 40 (66.67) 24 (57.14) 42 (51.85)

Local recurrence Yes 14 (23.33) 17 (40.48) 17 (20.99) .055

No 46 (76.67) 25 (59.52) 64 (79.01)

Regional/distant recurrence Yes 3 (5) 5 (11.9) 8 (9.88) .425

No 57 (95) 37 (88.1) 73 (90.12)

Age adj CCI Median (IQR) 6 (4–7) 6 (4–8) 7 (4–9) .030**

Hemoglobin, g/dLa N 48 40 76 .004

Mean (SD) 13.58 (1.64) 12.62 (1.96) 12.41 (2.02)

Hematocrit, %a N 48 40 76 .011

Mean 39.71 (4.77) 37.35 (5.39) 36.73 (5.75)

Abbreviations: age adj CCI, age-adjusted Charlson Comorbidity Index; ALT, anterolateral thigh; IQR, interquartile range; OCR, osteocutaneous radial

forearm; PRBCs 90, packed red blood cell in 90 days; SD, standard deviation.
aHemoglobin and hematocrit are preoperative values only for 164 patients.

*The p value is calculated by ANOVA for numerical covariates and chi-square test for categorical covariates.

**The p value is calculated by the Kruskal–Wallis test.
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stage, cancer subsite, histology, and recurrence type were similar

(Table 1). When patients were stratified based on units of PRBC trans-

fused, flap type, flap with bone, CCI, hemoglobin, and hematocrit

were significantly different (Table 2). The 2-year Kaplan–Meier curve

indicates significantly better OS for those who did not receive any

PRBC transfusion than those with PRBC transfusion (p = .032)

(Figure 1). When looking at levels of 0, 1–2, and ≥3 units of PRBCs

transfused, OS differed among groups (log rank test p = .0046)

(Figure 2). OS at 2 years for patients who received ≥3 units of PRBC

was lower than for patients with no transfusion (adjusted p = .003)

but did not significantly differ when compared to patients who

received 1–2 units of PRBC (adjusted p = .114). Patients transfused

with 1–2 units PRBCs did not differ in OS at 2 years compared to

patients without transfusion (adjusted p = .184) (Figure 2). Local RFS

did not differ among patients with transfusion versus non-transfused

PRBCs (p = .442). Regional and distant metastatic survival did not dif-

fer between the transfused versus non-transfused groups (p = .125).

Local RFS (p = .348) and regional and distant metastatic RFS

(p = .309) did not differ among patients who received 0, 1–2, or

≥3 units of PRBCs. After adjusting for worsening CCI scores using a

Cox proportional hazard model, the HR (95% CI) for patients who

received ≥3 units compared to 0 units PRBCs was 2.34 (95% CI:

1.21–4.52). Patients who received 1–2 PRBC units compared to

0 units did not significantly differ (HR 1.73 [95% CI: 0.81–3.71])

(Figure 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we found that the transfusion of ≥3 units of PRBCs fol-

lowing surgical resection of head and neck cancer and free tissue

reconstruction was associated with decreased OS. Patients who

received transfusion did not differ significantly from the non-

transfused cohort when age, stage, cancer subsite, or mucosal

involvement were examined. On closer examination of patient sub-

groups based on the number of perioperative transfusions, we found

that OS was significantly decreased in patients who received 3 or

more units of PRBC when compared to those who required no trans-

fusions. Moreover, no survival difference was noted in patients who

received less than 3 units of PRBC when compared to the non-

transfused group. Finally, although worsening CCI scores significantly

affected survival, PBT of 3 or more units of PRBC was independently

associated with decreased OS.

On review of the head and neck surgery literature, several studies

have previously examined how PBT affected OS in non-free flap

patients. These studies vary based on head and neck subsites and

malignancies that are included. Taniguchi et al. studied how PBT

affects outcomes in oral cancer. They found that patients who

received 3 or more units of blood had an OS of 58.3% compared with

83.5% in the non-transfused group.12 Baumeister et al. studied

354 patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the upper aerodigestive

tract who were treated with open surgical resection. They noted that

F IGURE 1 Overall survival with transfusion versus no transfusion. RBC's 90, any packed red blood cell in 90 days.
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PBT significantly decreased OS but did not alter RFS.20 Finally, Leon

et al. studied 269 patients with cancer of the larynx or hypopharynx

treated surgically. Their study examined how perioperative allogenic

blood given 1 week before surgery or up to 2 weeks after surgery

affected survival. At 5 years, there was no significant difference

between the transfused and non-transfused groups. PBT did not

affect recurrence in this study either.21

Several recent studies examine transfusion and cancer outcomes

within the head and neck. These studies do not specifically focus on

free flap patients and show conflicting results. Schuller et al. reported

on 217 patients surgically treated for SCC of the upper aerodigestive

tract. No association between transfused blood up to 72 h after sur-

gery and survival was noted. Furthermore, transfusion did not appear

to affect locoregional control.22 On the other hand, Chau et al. exam-

ined the effect of leuko-depleted PBT in a cohort of 520 patients with

malignancies of head and neck who underwent cancer ablation

with and without free tissue transfer. They specifically studied how

PBT within 21 days of surgery impacted OS and recurrence and found

a significant difference in survival of 64% in the transfused group and

42% in the non-transfused group.23

In our study population, local recurrence and local RFS were not

different among transfused and non-transfused patients. Regional and

distant metastases and regional and distant metastatic RFS were not

different in the transfused versus non-transfused groups. No differ-

ence in RFS based on the level of transfused PRBC was observed in

this cohort. Numerous studies have examined the association

between transfusion and recurrence of malignancy and found conflict-

ing results. Alun-Jones et al. studied PBT in a cohort of 69 larynx can-

cer patients treated surgically.11 They concluded that per-operative

blood transfusion was associated with decreased survival after laryn-

gectomy. Woolley et al. studied their experience with 143 patients

with supraglottic or hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma. They

examined how PBT within 2 weeks of the surgery affected outcomes.

In this study, the overall odds ratio for recurrence was 2.65 for

patients receiving more than 2 units of blood. They recommended a

policy of blood conservation to enhance cancer control.24 Moir et al.

examined 165 patients who were treated surgically for upper aerodi-

gestive tract SCC. Patients receiving both autologous and allogenic

blood were analyzed separately. Patients with previously treated can-

cer, nodal disease, and allogenic blood transfusion were found to have

significantly higher recurrence rates. The number of units of trans-

fused blood was not significantly associated with the risk for recur-

rence. Although this study only included 18 patients who received

autologous blood, the authors concluded that self-donation should be

considered when possible.25 Finally, von Doersten et al. examined

104 mucosal and paranasal malignancies treated with primary surgical

resection. They concluded that PBT did not affect recurrence.26

A brief overview of the current head and neck cancer literature

that specifically examines cancer outcomes after transfusion in the

microvascular free tissue transfer population shows conflicting results

F IGURE 2 Overall survival by transfusion group. RBC's 90, any packed red blood cell in 90 days.
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as well. Danan et al. performed a retrospective review of all patients

who underwent free tissue transfer for head and neck cancer at their

institution in a 6-year period. They examined OS, disease-free sur-

vival, and infections. They included 167 patients and concluded that

patients who receive more than 3 units of PRBC during extirpative

surgery and flap reconstruction have significantly lower OS, relapse-

free survival, and higher wound infection rates when compared to

patients who receive less than 3 units of PRBC. In this study, they

included multiple upper aerodigestive tract subsites as well as skin

cancer and other non-mucosal sites.15 Fenner et al. studied how PBT

affects outcomes in previously untreated oral cancer patients who

underwent FTT as part of their surgical care. All patients had biopsy

proven SCC. Only 13% of patients did not require intraoperative

blood transfusion and only six patients did not receive any transfusion

during the entire hospital stay. In this cohort of 223 patients, PBT was

not associated with poorer OS or RFS.17 Szakmany et al. in a retro-

spective cohort study of 559 patients undergoing free flap primary

surgery for untreated oral and oropharyngeal head and neck SCC

between 1992 and 2002 at their institution. Leuko-depleted blood

was introduced during the midpoint of this study period. Seventy-

seven percent were transfused with blood, and 68% of those received

3 or more units of blood. PBT was found to negatively impact OS,

disease-free survival, and disease-specific survival.10

In our study, average preoperative hemoglobin and hematocrit

were significantly higher in the non-transfused versus transfused

group, 13.58 g/dL and 39.7% versus 12.48 g/dL and 36.9%, respec-

tively. Each unit of PRBC is expected to raise hemoglobin by 1 g/dL

and increase hematocrit by 3%. Seventy-seven percent of the trans-

fused group and 48% of the non-transfused group were reconstructed

with flaps harvested under tourniquet control. Flaps raised under

tourniquet control comprised the majority of both groups, suggesting

that donor-site bleeding is not a significant contributor to overall

blood loss. Finally, more bone-containing flaps were harvested in the

transfused group, and this reached statistical significance. This sug-

gests that cancers requiring bony reconstruction needed blood trans-

fusion and this is related to surgical ablation rather than flap harvest.

This finding was previously noted by Puram et al.4 Based on our

results, even small differences in preoperative hemoglobin and subse-

quent blood transfusion based on symptomatic anemia or transfusion

protocols may affect survival.

Despite good evidence that asymptomatic anemia does not

adversely affect free tissue transfer and that receipt of blood transfu-

sion may adversely affect cancer survival, many flap surgeons hold on

to the belief that transfusion for a hematocrit below 30% is vital to

maintain tissue oxygenation and healing. This idea dates back to older

studies that examined tissue perfusion in animal models.27,28 This

belief that liberal transfusion may help flap survival was not refuted

by a 1988 NIH consensus statement on the subject.29 Puram et al.

estimated that nearly 50% of free flap patients receive a blood trans-

fusion. On average, they found that 2.5 units of PRBC are required to

F IGURE 3 Plot showing how CCI affects the survival probability. PRBC, packed red blood cell in 90 days.
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maintain hemoglobin above 7 g/dL.4 The effect of transfusion on free

flap survival has been studied by Kim et al. They concluded that the

lowest hemoglobin and age were correlated with flap loss. Transfusion

was not associated with flap loss.30 Rossemiller et al. studied how a

restrictive transfusion policy affected head and neck free flap patients

in the immediate perioperative period. They noted no increase in flap

death and fewer transfusions, fewer fistula and respiratory failure, and

fewer deaths and wound infections in patients who were treated with

a restrictive transfusion policy. Despite good evidence that a restrictive

blood transfusion policy has potential benefits in the immediate periop-

erative period in flap patients, very few studies have evaluated the

effect of blood transfusion on cancer outcomes in this population.31

The detrimental effect of PBT seems to be most pronounced and

well-studied in the gastrointestinal literature.5 Studies with large

cohort sizes, as well as meta-analyses, are still lacking in the head and

neck literature. PBT during the treatment of colorectal cancer (CRC)

has been studied extensively. Amato et al. concluded that PBT clearly

had a detrimental effect on CRC recurrence.32 Liu et al. studied the

effect of allogenic PBT on patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. OS

and disease-free survival were significantly decreased in patients who

had an allogenic blood transfusions.33 Similar conclusions are also

seen in gastric cancer patients who undergo blood transfusion after

oncologic resection. In a meta-analysis of published studies, a dose

dependent effect of PBT on all-cause survival was noted as well as an

increased recurrence in transfused patients was observed.34

5 | LIMITATIONS

Despite its retrospective nature, our study discusses the potential del-

eterious effects of transfusion on OS in cancer patients. All patients in

this study were managed by a multidisciplinary team using a codified

clinical care pathway, and this may have limited the use of PBT. The

author used portions of this cohort and database from 2007 to 2010

in a previously published article,18 and this current study uses an

updated database. Future studies with a larger sample size should

examine if transfusion influences recurrence in our population and if

there is something that we can modify in these patients to improve

their outcomes.

6 | CONCLUSION

Patients who received 3 units or more of PRBC during head and neck

cancer ablation and free tissue reconstruction have decreased OS at

2 years after controlling for comorbidity and tumor characteristics.

Transfusion at any level did not appear to adversely affect locoregio-

nal control, distant metastases, or wound infection and fistula. In this

study, there is no effect on disease related survival and recurrence.

Patients who needed blood transfusion were noted to have lower pre-

operative hemoglobin. Future studies should examine how restrictive

transfusion protocols affect cancer outcomes in head and neck cancer

patients.
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